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Abstract

The Laves phase YMn exhibits a complex helimagnetic structure, which can be transformed by applying external pressure, chemical2

substitution or hydrogen absorption. The hydrides YMn H can be obtained in a cubic structure aboveT with a cell parameter increase2 x C,N

up to x54.3 H/ f.u. Forx#3.4 H/ f.u., both magnetic and hydrogen orderings appear belowT . These transitions have been studied byc

mSR experiments in zero field and longitudinal geometry and in a transverse field to study spin fluctuations forx50.5 and 3 D/ f.u. down
to 20 K. The correlation between the critical parameterg and the deuterium concentration will be shown.
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1 . Introduction Zero and longitudinal field muon spin relaxation (mSR)
techniques have been used to study local magnetic prop-

The Laves phase YMn exhibits a complex helimagnetic erties and spin fluctuations in YMn D and YMn D2 2 2 2

structure which has been widely studied [1–3]. Cell between 10 and 300 K [14]. The asymmetry parameter
parameter modification either by applying pressure [4], by indicates a first-order transition to ferrimagnetism atT 5c

substituting Y or Mn sites by other elements [5] or by 220 and 260 K for YMn D and YMn D , respectively. In2 2 2

hydrogen absorption can easily change the magnetic contrast the depolarisation ratel(T ) exhibits a critical
properties. Single phase hydrides YMn H exists in the divergence asT is approached from above. These features2 x c

range 0,x#4.3 H/ f.u. [6] and the cubic structure is are consistent with those observed for the parent com-
preserved aboveT for the whole hydrogen concen- pound YMn [15], and indicate that the spin fluctuationsC,N 2

tration range. Forx#3.4 D/ f.u., the YMn –H system character in the paramagnetic state changes slightly with2 2

behaves like a solid solution aboveT [7]. Below T , deuterium loading, despite increase of the magnetic order-c c

hydrogen absorption leads to a ferrimagnetic ground state ing temperature. Thel(T ) dependence provides evidence
in which both Curie temperature and Mn moment increase of significant spin fluctuations below and aboveT , whilec

with hydrogen [8]. Forx50.5, a temperature-dependent slight deviations from predicted behaviour indicate further
X-ray diffraction (XRD) study [9] has indicated a tetragon- structural or magnetic transitions in the ordered state.
al distortion below 250 K followed by an inversion of the Following these previousmSR measurements, experi-
c /a ratio at 100 K associated to magnetic transitions ments were carried out in zero field and longitudinal
observed by magnetization measurements [10]. Forx51, geometry and in transverse field to study magnetic be-
correlation exists between deuterium and magnetic order- haviour and spin fluctuations in the compounds YMn D2 0.5

ings around 220 K [11,12]. Coupling between magnetic and YMn D between 20 and 400 K. The aim of this2 3

and hydrogen structures is a general feature for this system experiment was to follow the variations of the asymmetry
and was also observed forx54.3 [13]. parameter and relaxation rate in the temperature range

above and below the magnetic ordering temperatures and
to compare their behaviour to that of the previous investi-*Corresponding author.
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2 . Experimental details 3 . Results and discussion

Elaboration and characterization of the deuterides has3 .1. YMn D2 0.5

been already described in previous papers [6,7]. The
sample preparation and experimental set up were also TypicalmSR spectrum at 300 K is shown in Fig. 1. ZF
given in detail in Ref. [14]. data have been refined according to Eqs. (1) and (2) with

Experiments have been carried out on the muon beami51. The temperature dependence of the asymmetryao

line of the ISIS facility on the instrument MuSR. Sample and of the depolarisation ratel are shown in Fig. 2a,b,
environment consists of Helmotz coils allowing longi- respectively. The asymmetrya is very small at lowo

tudinal and transverse fields from 0 to 200 mT and of a temperatures (,0.05) and begins to rise when approaching
closed cycle refrigerator ranging from 15 to 400 K. the transition to recover the full asymmetry at 300 K.

Both samples have been studied in zero field longi- Concerningl(T ), two sharp maxima at|100 and 240 K
tudinal geometry (ZF) and in a transverse field (TF) of 25 are observed.
mT for x50.5 D/ f.u. For this latter compound, the As already mentioned, magnetic ordering of antiferro-
temperature range varies from 20 to 300 K, whereas for magnetic type appears for YMn H at 240 K and a2 0.5

x53.0 D/ f.u., according to the higher transition tempera- magnetic structure change occurs below 100 K. These facts
ture observed for that composition (around 330 K) the are in good agreement with the observed temperature
sample was studied from 20 to 400 K. changes ofa andl. The drop of the asymmetry level ato

Time histograms of the positron count rates observed in 100 K (Fig. 2a) can be related with the change of magnetic
the backward and forward detectors at each temperature order and a sharp increase ofa above 250 K reflects theo

were grouped according to: transition to the paramagnetic state. In Fig. 2b, the
divergence ofl(T ) at 240 K is characteristic for the

N (t)2N (t) magnetic ordering temperature [16]. However, for lowerF B
]]]]R(t)5 5 a G (t) (1)0 zN (t)1N (t)F B

where G (t) is the longitudinal relaxation function. Forz

x50.5 D/ f.u., the data were refined by a least-squares
procedure using a single exponential relaxation function
indicative of temporal fluctuations of the muons in the
magnetic environment. For the sample withx53.0 D/ f.u.,
two components were observed in the histograms andR(t)
was obtained using two Lorentzian relaxation ratesl and1

l . A constant backgroundb representative of the sample2

environment was also added to the function which was
therefore written as:

R(t)5O a exp(2l t) 1 b i: 1 or 2 (2)f gf goi i
i

For the transverse field geometry, the count rates of the
backward detector have been refined using the following
function:

N(t)5N exp(2t /t) 11 a exp(2lt) ? cos 2pft 2fs df go o

(3)

whereN is the initial count rate att50, t represents theo

muon lifetime (2.197ms), l is the relaxation rate,f the
Larmor frequency of the muon spin andf stands for the
phase. From the measurement of the frequencyf, one can
estimate the local field at the muon site from the following
formula:

2pf
]B 5 (4)
g

Fig. 1. mSR spectrum at 300 K for YMn D . The solid line represents a2 0.5

whereg is the muon gyromagnetic ratio. fit of Eq. (2) for i51.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of (a) the asymmetry parameter,a , and (b) the depolarisation rate,l(T ), for YMn D . The broken line represents a fit ofo 2 0.5

Eq. (5).

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of (a) the sum of the two components of the asymmetry parameter,a , and (b) the second component of the depolarisationo

rate, l (T ), for YMn D .2 2 3
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temperatures an increase of relaxation rate as a function of ments in longitudinal fields 5, 50 100 and 200 mT at 60 K
temperature is associated with a clear maximum at 100 K. (in the magnetically ordered state), 300 K (just below the
This was not observed in samples with other concen- ordering temperatureT ) and 350 K (aboveT ) werec c

trations (Fig. 3b forx53 and [14] forx51 and 2) and it performed. The obtained experimental results for both
corresponds exactly to the transition toward a second components gave no evidence of any field dependence
crystallographic and magnetic structure. In the paramag- which might be interpreted in terms of existing theoretical
netic range (i.e. above 240 K), the critical divergence ofl descriptions.
has been described according to the following equation: Critical parameterg in Table 1 has been collected for

2g x50, 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 (Refs. [3,14] and this work). TheT 2Tc
]]l(t)5l (5) increase ofg with deuterium content supports our conclu-F Go Tc sion from [14], that the critical parameter is sensitive to the

and the corresponding refined curve is represented in Fig. deuterium concentration due to the wave vector-dependent
2b as a dotted line. Results of the refinement are given in susceptibilityx(q) and q dependent width of the spin-
Table 1. fluctuation excitation spectrum. The same dependence of

For the TF experiment, the data have been refined the critical parameter onx has been observed for the NMR
according to Eq. (3). In the whole range of temperature, relaxation rates of deuterium in YMn D [16].2 x

the Larmor frequency fluctuates within the error bar
around the constant value both in the magnetically ordered
and paramagnetic state. The average value of the refined

4 . Conclusionsfrequencies (3.402(4) MHz) is in good agreement with the
expected one (3.388 MHz) for an external field set to 250

For the compound with low deuterium concentrationG. This means, that at the paramagnetic range above 240 K
(x50.5 D/ f.u.), the asymmetry parameter and the relaxa-the Knight shift is close to zero, and at the magnetically
tion rate reflect the magnetic transformations within theordered state a mean local magnetic field acting on muons
magnetically ordered state. No changes in the frequencyis also zero.
were observed and this latter parameter remains constant at
a value very close to the one expected from a 250-G3 .2. YMn D2 3 transverse field. For the deuterium-rich sample (x53 D/
f.u.) two relaxation processes have been observed belowTcAll histograms have been refined assuming two com-
and only refining of the relaxation rate aboveT wascponents for the exponential function. The asymmetry
possible. The critical parameterg increases withx con-parametera treated as the sum of these two componentso sistently with those reported forx51 and 2. The full(Fig. 3a), drops at the ordering temperature to about
asymmetry is recovered aboveT for both samples,cone-third of its initial value (0.25) showing behaviour
proving transitions toward purely paramagnetic state.similar to hydrides withx51 and 2 [14]. The relaxation

rate of the refined componentl is in the range 0–0.101
21 21

ms much smaller than thel reaching up to 25ms as a2

function of temperature and passes maximum below the R eferences
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